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Chandigarh June 21- The UT Administration has decided to revisit the idea 

of having Tourism Police, launched with great fanfare in 2008 after an 

untoward incident involving a foreign tourist.                        

Procedural hackles and functional handicaps that stalked the initiative two 

years ago, have been taken care of and measures outlined to make the 

force play the purposeful role and help promote safe tourism in City 

Beautiful. 

  The decision to reinvent tourism police has been inspired by the 

fact that Chandigarh is fast becoming a preferred destination for tourists 

from all over the world. This throws up the need for such specialized force 

to look after the security and needs of tourists. Besides, the UT 

Administration expecting greater influx of tourists during the 

Commonwealth Games later this year No gain saying the fact that the 

decision will imply adherence to the guidelines on tourism police issued by 

the Ministry of Tourism, Government of India.                                        

  Outlining the concept and construction of the tourism police Mr. 

Pradeep, Shrivastava, IGP Administration, said here today that selected 

personnel from the UT Police Department would be given special training 

at Dr Ambedkar Institute of Hotel Management, Sector 42, Chandigarh.  

  The training module will cover such subjects as personal 

grooming hygiene, motivation, leadership, stress management, tourism 

basics, city’s tourism action plan; and social mannerism. They will be 

groomed in friendly techniques besides basics of English and some other 

foreign languages to assist and interact with the tourists, especially the 

foreigners, visiting the city easily. 



  Besides the normal uniform of the Chandigarh Police, tourism 

police personnel would wear special jacket to facilitate identification from a 

distance. The amount incurred on the jackets would be borne by the 

Tourism Department. 

  Besides guiding the tourists on law and order, security 

measures, places of medical help, matters relating to passport, visas 

residential  exchange of currency and immigration issues, the force will 

also help them in getting easy transport and lodging at appropriate rates. 

It will also assist them in case of any emergency and provide security 

against unscrupulous elements. 

  The tourism industry is one of the growing industries and 

Chandigarh has, of late, been witnessing greater influx of foreign tourists. 

While in 2007, 26,567 foreign tourists visited the city, their number 

increased to 34,762 in 2008; and to 37,967 in 2009. In the first four 

months of 2010, as many as 15,260 foreign tourists have visited 

Chandigarh. 

  Before the start of the Commonwealth Games, special seminars 

will be held at taxi/scooter rickshaw stands to educate the drivers on 

friendly behavior with tourists. The Tourism Department will plans to bring 

out tourism literature/brochures. 

   The Superintendent of Police, Traffic and Security, 

Secretary, Transport Authority, Chandigarh, and the Tourism Department 

have been directed to take action on the plan to reinvent tourism police. 

 


